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Abstract

In the surface mining industry, the machines used to extract materials from the earth are steadily increasing in size, making them difficult to manage safely. Rope shovels are used to excavate material and load the haul trucks that deliver the material for further processing. During the loading process, collisions between the rope shovel and the haul truck can occur. These collisions put the machine operators at risk and can damage the machines. The research presented in this thesis was conducted as part of a larger project with the aim of developing the sensing and control systems necessary for a rope shovel collision avoidance system. A sensor suite was developed to measure the joint positions and motor currents and voltages on a full scale rope shovel. A dynamics model was developed to model the machine’s dynamics. This model captured unique mechanical characteristics of the P&H machine. Using joint positions and motor currents collected with the sensor suite, a method was developed for estimating the inertia, mass, and friction parameters of the machine. A significant benefit of this estimation method was that it did not require the use of potentially noisy velocity and acceleration data obtained through successive derivatives of the position data. Using the solved inertia, mass, and friction parameter estimates, the dynamics model was able replicate the motions of the rope shovel with a mean absolute error of 3.3° for the dipper handle angle and 0.9° for the swing angle. Finally, an algorithm was proposed that used the dynamics model to forecast the motion of the machine with the aim of predicting collisions and generating warnings for the operator. The algorithm used the amount of time before a collision and the time required for the machine to stop swinging to decide how to warn the operator. The research presented in this thesis forms a strong basis for developing future rope shovel safety and control systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Mining is integral to modern human society. With the world’s population growing faster than at any time in the past and with a rising proportion of people using electronic devices, the demand for minerals will increase faster than ever before [21]. To date, in order to meet the increased demand and to maintain competitiveness, mining operations have relied on economies of scale, increasing the size and capacity of their machinery [6]. The use of explosives and heavy machinery in the extraction of materials from the earth has always been a costly and hazardous undertaking. The increase in size of mining machines has made it increasingly difficult for machine operators to manage the safety of their machines [6]. Until the problems associated with operating these large machines are dealt with it is impractical for these machines to become any larger.

To extract minerals from the earth, explosives are employed to break up the material and mechanical excavators are used to load trucks. In modern open pit mines, excavators known as rope shovels (or cable shovels) are used to load material into haul trucks (Figure 1.1).

When digging, the shovel operator raises the dipper through the dig face and then swings toward the waiting haul truck to deposit the load. A haul truck is usually loaded by a rope shovel in three passes. To reduce the time to fill the dipper, operators aim to maximize the speed with which the dipper moves through the dig
Figure 1.1: A P&H 2800 XPB rope shovel loading a haul truck at a mine in British Columbia, 2006.

face. To do this, operators lower the dipper quickly, swinging the dipper back toward the shovel carbody, before raising it into the dig face. During the loading cycle, there are two common situations when collisions involving rope shovels can occur:

1. If the dipper is lowered too quickly when preparing to dig it can collide with the carbody, causing extensive damage and possibly injuring the shovel operator.

2. During loading, as the dipper leaves the dig face, the operator swings the machine toward the waiting haul truck to deposit the load. If the dipper is too low when approaching the haul truck it can collide with the haul truck.

The first scenario is fairly common with damage to the tracks requiring lengthy repairs. The second collision scenario is less common but very dangerous for the haul truck operator. It can also severely damage both machines as the dipper alone
can carry over 100 tonnes of material and the rotational inertia of a rope shovel is very high.

1.2 Excavator Automation Literature

Much modelling and control research on heavy machines has focused on hydraulic machines as they are the most common. Singh provides an excellent overview of past research [28, 29]. Stentz et al. developed an autonomous hydraulic excavator for loading trucks but did not model the machine dynamics for the control system [30]. Most dynamics modelling has focused on digging and not on swing [28]. Koivo et al. developed a dynamics model of a hydraulic excavator digging attachment using the Newton-Euler method whereas Tafazoli used the Euler-Lagrange method [22, 31]. Tafazoli et al. went on to develop a method for identifying the dynamics and friction parameters of the model [32].

On rope shovels, dynamics modelling research has also largely focused on the digging attachment [4, 11–13]. Awuah-Offei and Frimpong modelled the dynamics of digging to determine what hoist and crowd speeds produced the highest digging efficiency but their model did not consider the effects of inertial forces [4]. This is reasonable since inertial forces have a small influence on dipper motion during digging [28]. More recently, Frimpong et al. modelled the dynamics of digging more thoroughly by including inertial terms [13]. Dunbabin and Corke used a 1:7 scale model of a rope shovel to develop automated digging [11]. The system did not consider the dynamics involved in moving the dipper and simple proportional-derivative (PD) control was used to control the digging. Recently, Austin and McAree carried out experiments to characterize the friction in the digging attachment of a rope shovel and found that the friction in the digging attachment could be well characterized by a "Coulomb-friction-with-uncertainty" model [3].

For collision avoidance purposes it is essential to model the swing function. Corke et al. have worked on the control of the swing function of draglines which use a similar drive train as rope shovels [8, 35]. The main goal of their studies was to minimize the swing time by modelling the pendulum-like motion of the bucket during swing. On a rope shovel the digging attachment is rigid with respect to swinging motions and thus the primary concern is the inertia of the house
and digging attachment and the friction in the swing joint. Denman et al. studied the position control of the swing function on an electric mining shovel, aiming to minimize the duration of swing motions [9]. Their work focused on modelling the swing drive dynamics to determine the best time to begin decelerating during loading. In that paper, the digging assembly was kept stationary, keeping its influence on the swing inertia constant. Furthermore, they did not state how the swing inertia of the shovel was obtained and they ignored the influence of friction.

The dynamic behaviour of the operation of all functions has been examined by Corke et al. on a dragline where the focus was swing control, and by Siegrist et al. on a rope shovel where all drives were modelled and tested in a simulator [8, 27]. Siegrist et al. did not discuss how the inertia parameters for the shovel were obtained.

Inertia parameter extraction on heavy machines has been examined on hydraulic machines by Tafazoli et al. [32]. To the best of the author’s knowledge there is no published work on inertia parameter extraction methods for rope shovels.

Research on safety for excavators has focused on the sensors necessary for visualizing the environment [7, 34]. The work by Siegrist et al. focused on avoiding track collisions, although the same approach can be used for avoiding other obstacles if information about their location is available [27]. Other research has targeted improvements in digging and loading efficiencies on heavy machines. To model a machine the inertia, mass, and friction parameters of the machine must be determined if they are not available from the manufacturer. In summary, it has been reported by Siegrist et al. and Austin and McAree that rope shovels have been successfully modelled but methods for inertia parameter identification and collision avoidance strategies have not been presented. In this thesis, a method is presented for estimating the parameters necessary to successfully model a rope shovel and a collision prediction algorithm is proposed for warning operators of collisions.
1.3 Thesis Context, Outline, and Contributions

1.3.1 Thesis Context and Goal

To reduce the risk of collisions between rope shovels and haul trucks in open pit mines, a research project was initiated to develop a collision avoidance system for a rope shovel. The system consisted of stereo cameras, laser scanners, arm geometry and swing angle sensors, as well as computers that could collect data from these systems. A team was organized to work on different components of the project such as obstacle detection, dipper tracking, swing angle measurement, arm geometry, machine dynamics, and collision prediction.

In this thesis the development of the joint position measurement system, the machine dynamics, and the collision prediction components of the project are presented. First, a suite of sensors was designed and deployed on a full scale rope shovel and used to measure the arm geometry and swing angle of the machine. Second, a model of the machine’s dynamics was created to simulate the machine. Third, a method was developed for extracting the inertia and friction parameters of the shovel necessary for the dynamics model to replicate the machine’s behaviour. Finally, a collision warning algorithm was developed using the dynamics model to forecast collisions and generate appropriate warnings for the operator.

1.3.2 Thesis Outline

The thesis is organized as follows:

1. In Chapter 2 the motivation behind this research project is described. This chapter also provides a description of the hardware systems deployed on a full scale rope shovel to collect data necessary for a collision avoidance system.

2. In Chapter 3 the kinematics and dynamics models developed for the shovel are presented. The method developed for estimating the inertia, mass, and friction parameters necessary for modelling the shovel is described.

3. In Chapter 4 an algorithm for using the dynamics model to predict collisions and to generate warnings for the operator is proposed and evaluated using
simulated data.

1.3.3 Contributions

For this thesis:

1. A parameter measurement system for rope shovel arm geometry, swing angle, and motor was developed.

2. Kinematics and dynamics models of a rope shovel were developed incorporating unique geometric and mechanical characteristics of P&H mining shovels.

3. A novel method for determining the inertia parameters of a rope shovel without using velocity and acceleration information derived from position data was developed.

4. A prototype collision prediction algorithm for generating warnings to the operator was proposed and evaluated using the dynamics model.
Chapter 2

Rope Shovel Collision Avoidance System

2.1 Introduction

Rope shovels are used extensively in open pit mining to extract material from the earth and load it into haul trucks. The rate at which they are able to extract and load the material is often the limiting factor in a mine’s throughput, and as such, the shovels need to run continuously to meet production targets. Unfortunately, the truck loading process is not without risk, as the dipper can collide with the haul truck during loading and self collisions are possible between the dipper and the caterpillar tracks. Although collisions do not typically occur on a daily or even weekly basis, when they do occur they can result in serious injury to the truck driver and expensive downtime and machine repairs for the mine. A system that is capable of warning the shovel operator when the dipper is on a collision course with a haul truck or with the shovel tracks could significantly reduce the likelihood of collisions, and therefore be of significant value to a mine.

---

1 A version of this chapter is published in [18]
2 In this chapter an overview of the complete project that motivated this thesis is presented. A number of the components of the collision avoidance system presented here are not discussed in this thesis. In particular, Sections 2.2.2, 2.3.2, and 2.4 are not directly relevant to the thesis work presented here, but have been included for context.
2.1.1 System Overview

During the loading process, we assume that the truck is parked beside the shovel and that the shovels tracks are stationary. In order to avoid collisions during loading, we must determine the exact state of the shovel and the exact position of the truck. The state of the shovel is defined by the current position, velocity, and acceleration of the joints; the position of the truck is defined as its position relative to the shovel carbody. The task of determining the state of the shovel and position of the truck has been divided into three subsystems: shovel arm geometry, shovel swing angle, and truck location.

This is not the first attempt to instrument an excavator or mining shovel [11, 30, 33] or to locate a haul truck [10, 15, 30]. It is, however, to the best of the Author’s knowledge, the first published work describing a sensing system for a real-time collision avoidance system for a full-scale electric rope shovel.

In order to reduce the costs associated with installation and maintenance, the collision avoidance system is designed such that all the subsystems are installed on a shovel. This allows the data collected by each subsystem to be easily gathered by a central computer that predicts collisions. The information collected could be used to warn the operator of an impending collision, and if no corrective action is taken, to briefly override the operator’s controls to prevent a collision. The following sections describe the hardware components and the data collected by each of the three subsystems. An overview of the hardware layout comprising all subsystems is shown in Figure 2.1.

2.2 Arm Geometry

Obtaining arm geometry variables is an important step towards building the collision avoidance system. The arm geometry of the shovel is determined by the position of the boom, the extension of the dipper handle, and the length of the hoist cables. The boom angle is set by adjusting the length of the boom suspension ropes for which the length is kept constant during operation but can change slightly when the boom is lowered for maintenance.

During typical operation the arm geometry is controlled by the crowd and hoist functions. To determine the location of the dipper in space and the rate at which
Figure 2.1: Shovel movements and the locations of the hardware components installed on the shovel: A1) accelerometers placed on the rotary joints, A2) rangefinder placed on the saddle block prismatic joint, C) central computing system located in house underneath operator cab, L) planar laser scanner placed below boom foot, S) stereo camera placed underneath house looking inwards, and T) truck localization stereo camera mounted on boom. The image used for this diagram was taken from a manual provided by P&H [26].

The joints are moving, the arm geometry can be directly measured in two ways. 1) The hoist rope length and the dipper handle extension can be used to determine the location of the dipper. One difficulty that arises when measuring the hoist rope length is estimating the stretch in the hoist rope as it depends on the load and arm geometry. 2) Alternatively, the angle of the dipper handle with respect to the boom can be used with the dipper handle extension to locate the dipper. By measuring the angle of the dipper handle with respect to the boom the uncertainty associated with stretch in the hoist rope can be avoided.

The angle of the dipper handle with respect to the boom can be measured between the saddle block and the boom. The saddle block acts as a brace which keeps the dipper handle on the shipper shaft (Figure 2.2). As the dipper is moved, the saddle block pivots with the dipper handle, making it ideal for measuring the
angle of the dipper. One problem related to measuring the dipper handle angle on the saddle block is that the saddle block can twist back and forth on the dipper handle as the hoisting direction changes or as the direction of the torque applied to the shipper shaft changes. The way the saddle block moves on the dipper handle is shown in Figure 2.2.

![Figure 2.2: The saddle blocks are not rigidly connected to the dipper handle and can rotate back and forth depending on how much space is left between the dipper handle and the saddle block slide bars.](image)

Traditionally, joint angle or extension sensors are used in forward kinematics to determine the workspace location of an end-effector [17]. In this work, the arm geometry was measured both directly and indirectly: directly by placing joint angle and extension sensors at each joint (distal sensors) and indirectly by tracking the position of the dipper with a laser scanner (proximal sensor) and using inverse kinematics to determine the dipper handle angle, dipper handle extension, and hoist rope length. Advantages of using distal sensors are:

- Complex algorithms are not required for obtaining the arm geometry.
- The processing simplicity makes the required computing power minimal.
- Visibility of the dipper is not required as it would be with a proximal sensor where occlusion can degrade the arm geometry measurements.
- Distal sensors may be less sensitive to environmental factors such as dust and lighting.
Advantages of using a proximal sensor are:

- Proximal sensors are less vulnerable to mechanical damage compared with distal joint sensors [36].

- Linkage singularities cannot cause numerical instabilities in calculations when using a proximal sensor, as they can for distal joint sensors [17].

- In some excavators, the dipper is not rigidly connected to the body, making forward kinematics impossible using distal sensors [16].

### 2.2.1 Distal: Joint Sensor Based

The first method for measuring the arm geometry used sensors placed at each of the joints. Pairs of biaxial accelerometers were used to measure the angles of the rotary joints (boom and dipper handle) and a laser rangefinder was used to measure the extension of the prismatic joint. The accelerometer-based angle measurement system used was part of a payload measurement system for hydraulic shovels called LoadMetrics, designed and manufactured by Motion Metrics International [14].

To measure the joint angle one biaxial accelerometer was placed on the proximal link of the joint and the other on the distal link of the joint. Figure 2.3 shows the accelerometers installed on the boom joint. A second pair of accelerometers was installed on the saddle block joint to measure the dipper handle angle. The accelerometers were connected to a Motion Metrics International LoadMetrics computer that runs an algorithm which determines the difference in angle between the two sensors with an accuracy of $\pm 1^\circ$. An offset was used to adjust the measurement according to the placement of the sensors.

The laser rangefinder used to measure the extension of the dipper handle was a SICK DT 500. It has an accuracy of $\pm 3$mm between 0.2 and 18m on a surface with 6% reflectivity (black). The rangefinder was mounted on the saddle block aiming along the dipper handle, away from the dipper. A target was mounted on the end of the dipper handle opposite the dipper. The rangefinder was connected to the same computer used for the angle sensors via an RS422 serial connection. An offset was used to adjust the distance measured by the rangefinder to make it correspond to
the dipper handle extension. Figure 2.4 shows the installation of the rangefinder and target on a shovel.

![Image](image.png)

**Figure 2.3:** Biaxial accelerometers mounted to the boom joint.

**Figure 2.4:** The left image shows the installation of the rangefinder (indicated by white bounding box) on the saddle block. The right image shows a target used on the end of the dipper handle with a white arrow depicting the laser beam path.

### 2.2.2 Proximal: Laser Scanner Based

Rather than using distal joint sensors, a proximally-mounted imaging sensor can be used to track the dipper. This section focuses on the development and implementation of a method for estimating the dipper location using a laser scanner.
To be operational on a mining shovel, a range sensor must be: reliable with a Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) of greater than 1 year [7], accurate within 1% of the measurement range [7], and capable of range measurements up to 50m [34].

Computer vision, radar, and laser scanning have all been used for object tracking as well as dipper localization. Whereas radars can provide the reliability and range, they are slow and expensive compared with laser scanners and cameras [1, 7]. Winstanley et al. successfully utilized a laser scanner for their research after finding cameras to be less reliable than laser scanners when faced with environmental factors such as rain, dust, and shadows.

Laser scanners provide information in the form of point-clouds which are a set or array of points that describe object outlines and surfaces in the workspace. Each data point represents a vector from the scanner origin to the intersection of the laser beam and an object in the workspace. Typically, as in the laser scanner used in this work (SICK LMS 221), the laser beam is rotated to produce 2D measurements in a scan plane. Hence, the output can be described in a 2D scanned plane of the environment [24].

The laser scanner was mounted vertically underneath the boom pointing toward the dipper. In this position, the laser scanner maintained a consistent view of the dipper and occlusions were minimal. A typical scan plane of the laser scanner at the given position is provided in Figure 2.5 b) where the shovel boom, dipper, ground, and truck are evident in the point-cloud. The laser scanner provides 40 readings per second via an RS422 serial connection with a resolution of 1cm, accuracy of 5cm, and maximum viewing range of 80m.

2.3 Swing Measurement

Swing angle, the angle between the house and the lower carbody, is one of the measurements required for the computation of the dippers 3D position in workspace. Without swing angle, the collision avoidance system cannot determine the dippers position and cannot predict common collisions such as the collision of the dipper with the excavator tracks or external objects such as a truck. Unfortunately, many shovels do not have a swing angle measurement system in place and one was
2.3.1 Encoder-Based Swing Measurement

One method for obtaining the swing angle is to use an encoder to track the change in rotation angle made by the swing motor shaft. For this purpose, a 100 line BEI HS35F encoder was attached to the shaft of one of the swing motors. In this configuration each quadrature increment on the encoder corresponded to a house rotation of $0.002^\circ$. The encoder was mounted to a stub shaft which was attached to the motor shaft, rising through the brake assembly. The brake assembly was removed to allow the stub shaft to be mounted to the motor shaft. The stub shaft had to be trued to the motor shaft to minimize wobble when the motor was spinning to prevent damage to the encoder. This laborious process would have to be repeated any time motor maintenance was required. A flexible coupling could be used to connect the encoder to the motor shaft but this would have required a more complex mounting assembly which would have in itself impeded maintenance.
2.3.2 Camera-Based Swing Measurement

Given the drawbacks of using an encoder, a novel camera-based swing angle sensor, which can be easily retrofitted and does not get in the way of regular maintenance, was investigated. The swing angle sensor consisted of a Point Grey Bumble Bee 2 stereo camera mounted on the bottom skirt of the excavator housing, looking down, toward the center of the carbody (Figure 2.6). As the house rotated, the camera rotated with the house and revolved around the stationary carbody, seeing differing views of the carbody (Figure 2.7). An ethernet cable carried digital video images from the camera to a computer in the house. The computer analyzed the images in real-time and determined the angle from which the camera is viewing the carbody. The desired swing angle accuracy of the system is $\pm 0.25^\circ$ which corresponds to approximately $\pm 10$cm error in dipper localization.

![Figure 2.6](image1)

**Figure 2.6:** The left image shows the camera attached to bottom skirt of the house, its position indicated by white bounding box. The middle image shows how the camera was aimed downwards, toward the carbody centre. The right image shows a closeup of the camera.

![Figure 2.7](image2)

**Figure 2.7:** Sample images taken by the camera as the house rotates clockwise.

For easy retrofitting, the system was designed such that the camera need not be
exactly positioned or angled when mounted to the excavator. As long as the lower carbody covered most of the view of the camera, the system functioned properly. Further, the swing sensor should not need a prior model of the excavator as there are many variations of shovels. Thus, the swing angle sensor automatically learned the 3D features on the carbody and calibrated the camera position and orientation with respect to the swing rotation axis.

2.4 Truck Localization

Once the shovel was fully instrumented, there remained the task of precisely locating the haul truck that was to be avoided. Like the system developed by Stentz [30], we aimed to determine the trucks exact position, or "pose", which can be fully described by six parameters three for translation and three for rotation. However unlike Stentz et al. we required that the system work in real time without imposing new requirements or restrictions on how the shovel operator digs or loads a truck. The system had to work in the background to quickly and accurately determine the six position parameters.

As stated previously, a goal was to place all equipment for the collision avoidance system on the shovel. This requirement restricts us from installing beacons or specialized GPS equipment on the trucks. As such, the use of a shovel-mounted 3D imaging sensor was seen as the best solution. Several 3D imaging sensors, namely stereo cameras, laser scanners and millimeter-wave radar units, were considered. Laser scanners and radar units were attractive because they deliver highly accurate 3D measurements, but unfortunately, they also have slow image acquisition rates and low resolution images [30, 34]. Stereo cameras, meanwhile, deliver high-resolution 3D images with a high acquisition speed. However, the depth accuracy of stereo cameras falls off exponentially with the distance between the camera and the measured object. This stems from the fact that stereo cameras work using the same triangulation principle as the human visual system. To mitigate this weak point, we selected a stereo camera with high-resolution sensors (1280 × 960) and a large separation between cameras (24cm). This allowed for a triangulation depth accuracy on the order of 10cm at our working distance of about 16m.

We chose to mount the camera high on the side of the shovel boom, far from
potential sources of dust and damage. As the camera was not intended for use in outdoor or rough environments, we constructed a waterproof, heated camera enclosure and secured the camera on shock mounts. Figure 2.8 shows the cameras location on the boom, its enclosure, and its view of a haul truck.

**Figure 2.8:** The left image shows a white arrow pointing at the location on the boom where the stereo camera was mounted. The middle image shows the stereo camera, mounted on the boom, in its protective enclosure. The right image shows the view of a haul truck delivered by the stereo camera.

The data produced by a stereo camera is called a point cloud, which is the same as a regular image except that for each pixel the precise \((x, y, z)\) location relative to the camera (and hence the shovel) is known. For the system to function, it must know which areas of the cloud represent the truck, as they must be avoided, and which represent the payload of the truck, as they may be gently brushed against by the dipper. Additionally, the \((x, y, z)\) measurements of the point cloud will contain errors which must not confuse or overwhelm the system.

What we wished to achieve was to be able to use this data to locate the truck from distances on the order of 15m with an accuracy of about 10cm. Furthermore, this had to be accomplished quickly enough to operate within the real-time time constraints of a collision avoidance system. We believe that the described hardware platform and resultant data will provide the basis for such a system.
2.5 Discussion and Conclusions

Three measurement subsystems have been described for a system to prevent collisions between the shovels dipper and a haul truck, or between the shovels dipper and its own tracks. Together, the three subsystems can provide to a collision avoidance system the position of the dipper, and the position of the haul truck with respect to the shovel’s carbody. The sensing subsystems are for:

- Arm Geometry, which measures the position of the dipper relative to the revolving frame. Two different approaches to obtain this information have been developed: a joint sensor based method which can be compared to the results from a laser scanner based method [20].

- Swing Angle, which measures the angle between the revolving frame and the fixed frame. This system relates the dipper position as found from the Arm Geometry subsystem, to the track body frame. We have also developed two systems here: an encoder-based angle measurement subsystem which can be compared to the camera-based swing angle measurement subsystem [23].

- Haul Truck Localization, which measures the pose of a haul truck with respect to the revolving frame. A camera based approach to localize the truck has been developed [5].

All the sensors were developed so that they could be easily retrofitted. They were all attached externally to the shovel without requiring the shovel to be disassembled or extensively modified. A practised team could install all the hardware components in one 12 hour shift.

These sensors were installed and tested on a shovel at the Highland Valley Copper mine. The current installation described here forms the test bed for determining the most appropriate set of sensors, and for the development of the collision avoidance system itself.
Chapter 3

Inertia Parameter Extraction on an Electric Rope Shovel

3.1 Introduction

To improve machine safety, a collision avoidance system for rope shovels in open pit mines is being developed. To function properly, a collision avoidance system must have the current shovel pose and control inputs, an estimate of the future pose of the shovel, and the locations of obstacles to avoid. To predict the future pose of the shovel, a dynamics model of the shovel that relates the currents applied to the shovel’s DC motors to the joint accelerations is required.

In this chapter, the development of a kinematics and dynamics model of a P&H rope shovel is described. This model incorporated unique mechanical characteristics of the machine, improving the accuracy of the modelled end effector location compared to simpler models. A series of tests were performed on a P&H 2800 XPB rope shovel using the suite of embedded sensors presented in Section 2.2.1 and Section 2.3.1. The data collected were used to estimate the inertia, mass, and friction parameters needed to mimic the response of the shovel to the operator inputs. A nonlinear optimization method was used to identify the inertia, mass, and friction parameters of the machine without using velocity and acceleration mea-

\[1\text{A version of this chapter is being prepared for submission.}\]
measurements. Using the estimated inertia, mass, and friction parameters, the dynamics model was able to reproduce the same joint motions as recorded on a full scale rope shovel.

### 3.1.1 The Challenge of Inertia Parameter Estimation

To avoid collisions, operators will likely apply maximum command inputs to the machine and reach the machine’s acceleration limits. For collision avoidance it is important to know the inertia parameters of the machine so that its acceleration limits can be modelled. Estimation of the inertia parameters is often required when developing control systems for robots since many robot manufacturers do not provide data on the mass and inertia of the links. Whereas measuring the inertia of each link individually is sometimes an option with smaller robots, it can often be impractical as the robot must be disassembled and each piece must be carefully weighed and balanced [2]. For this research, the inertia parameters of the shovel were not readily available from the shovel manufacturer. Only approximate masses for certain links and the location of each link’s centre of gravity were available. The size of a rope shovel would make it extremely difficult to measure the inertia parameters of the links directly. One way to estimate the inertias is to estimate them numerically using a 3D CAD model. CAD models are usually proprietary to manufacturers, and would have limited value anyway due to differences in the product as manufactured or delivered, and subsequent end-user machine customization. Direct tests in which the joints are excited have been shown to provide parameter estimates that lead to better control [2]. Thus, the most practical method of obtaining the inertia parameters of a shovel is by exciting the links while measuring the applied torques and resulting joint motions to estimate the parameter values.

The traditional method for estimating the inertia parameters of a robot is to rearrange the dynamics equation of the system into the form,

\[ \tau = Y(q, \dot{q}, \ddot{q}) \pi \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

where \( \tau \) is a vector that contains the torques or forces applied to each link, \( Y \) is a matrix defined by the state parameters (joint positions, velocities, and accelerations), and \( \pi \) is a vector containing the inertia and mass parameters to be solved.
The elements of the $\pi$ vector are typically combinations of inertia and mass parameters. Once $\tau$ and $Y$ have been formed using a set of data, the pseudoinverse of $Y$ is used to form a least squares solution for $\pi$ [2].

This solution method depends on the use of precise position, velocity, and acceleration data in the $Y$ matrix. Sensors used on full-scale mining equipment have limited recording rates and are often subjected to strong vibrations during operation. If the position data collected for a joint is noisy and its recording rate is low, it is difficult to differentiate the data to obtain accurate velocity and acceleration values. Furthermore, on electric rope shovels drivetrains undergo considerable vibrations during operation which cause strong ripples in the measured current. Corresponding vibrations cannot be observed in the motion of the joints because of their large inertia. For systems containing many unknown parameters, this makes the least squares solution of the inertia and mass parameters difficult to solve.

Prior research has not described methods for obtaining the inertia parameters of rope shovel components. Published research focuses on the modelling that can be done on a shovel but without inertia parameters none of these models are useful. A nonlinear optimization method is presented here for determining the inertia parameters of the links needed to fully model the dynamics of a rope shovel. The method does not use calculated velocity and acceleration data, thus avoiding the drawbacks of differentiating noisy data. The developed method will be beneficial for developing control systems for shovels without specific knowledge of the shovel parameters.

### 3.1.2 Background: A Rope Shovel

Electric rope shovels are used in open pit mines to load material into haul trucks. Figure 3.1 shows a diagram of one configuration of a P&H shovel with the main components and functions of the shovel. Shovels from other manufacturers have similar geometries but use cable drives rather than a rack and pinion to actuate the crowd/retract motion. This research focuses on P&H machines. The carbody, on which the shovel sits, has a pair of caterpillar tracks that propel it along the ground. While digging, the tracks are not used. The upper portion (house) swings about $O_0$. A boom, which supports the digging assembly, is mounted on the front
of the house (at $O_1$) and extends up at an angle of approximately 45°. The dipper handle rests on a pinion (the shipper shaft) midway up the boom (at $O_2$) that rotates to prismatically extend (crowd) and retract the dipper handle. The dipper handle is held against the shipper shaft by saddle blocks on either side of the boom that rotate with the dipper handle as it is raised and lowered. A torsion bar, located near the end of the dipper handle (at $O_4$), was used as a reference point from which points on the dipper could be referenced. A hoist cable runs from inside the house, over the end of the boom sheave (at $O_{bs}$) and down to the bail connector (at $O_{bc}$) on the dipper. The cables are used to hoist and lower the dipper and thereby rotate the dipper handle about the contact point with the shipper shaft ($O_3$). The cables provide an additional degree of complexity when modelling the dynamics of the shovel as they only act in tension.

Figure 3.1: The main components (Carbody, House, Boom, Dipper Handle, and Dipper) of a shovel are shown along with the names of the motions (functions) the shovel can perform and the location of the coordinate frame origins used for forward kinematics.

DC motors with separately excited fields are used to activate all of the digging functions (swing, crowd/retract, and hoist). Pairs of motors, connected in series, power the swing and hoist functions while a single motor powers the crowd/retract function. The operator controls the shovel using two joysticks. The three digging
functions are controlled independently by three of the four joystick axes while the fourth axis controls the shovel’s horn and the dipper trip to empty the dipper. The hoist and crowd functions are voltage (speed) controlled whereas the swing function is current (torque) controlled, with a voltage limit to set the maximum speed.

3.2 Method

3.2.1 Choice of Link Reference Frame Placement and DH Parameters

To predict the motion of the shovel, a dynamics model of the shovel can be created by examining it as a serial manipulator. Reference frames were assigned to each link of the shovel to create a mathematical model of its geometry. The Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) convention was used to assign each link’s reference frame orientation and location. Figure 3.2 shows the reference frames used to model the shovel as a linkage. The direction of rotation of the swing ($\theta_1$), boom ($\theta_2$), and saddle block ($\theta_3$) were assigned according to the right hand rule about the z axes of frames 0, 1, and 2 respectively. Although link 2 (the boom) does not move during operation, it was defined as a link so that changes in $\theta_2$ could be accounted for in the forward kinematics equations when the boom is taken down for maintenance and restored at a possible different angle. $l_1$ represents the distance from the swing axis to the pivot at the base of the boom. $l_2$ represents the distance from the pivot point at the base of the boom to the centre of the shipper shaft on which the dipper handle rests. $l_3$ represents the radius of the shipper shaft, $r_{ss}$.

Table 3.1 shows the DH parameters of the shovel. In Figure 3.1, the revolute joints are shown in their assigned zero position. The offsets between the axes are accounted for by the DH parameters.

3.2.2 Forward Kinematics Equations

The forward kinematics equations defining the frame orientations and locations, based on the joint angles and extensions, were defined using the DH parameters in Table 3.1. The swing, boom, and saddle block joints are revolute joints and can be
Figure 3.2: Reference frames for each link of the shovel. The dimensions are not to scale.

Table 3.1: DH parameters of the Rope Shovel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Link</th>
<th>$\theta_i$</th>
<th>$d_i$</th>
<th>$a_i$</th>
<th>$\alpha_i$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>($\theta_1$)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$l_1$</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>($\theta_2$) + 45</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$l_2$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>($\theta_3$) + 45</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$l_3$</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>($d$)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

defined in the standard way.

The prismatic joint between the saddle block and the dipper handle, however, must be examined more carefully. The dipper handle is held against a pinion (at $O_3$) by the saddle blocks. The dipper handle is extended and retracted by rotating the shipper shaft. When the dipper handle is hoisted or lowered it is effectively rotating around the shipper shaft. With the shipper shaft held still, hoisting will extend and lowering will retract the dipper handle with respect to the origin of the saddle block. The forward kinematics equations for the dipper handle were modified by adding an extra term to account for the extension of the dipper handle caused by the angle of the dipper handle. The extension of the dipper handle, $d$, was replaced in the following manner where $r_{ss}$ is the radius of the shipper shaft.
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and $\theta_3$ is the angle of the dipper handle:

\[
d \rightarrow d + r_{ss} \theta_3
\]

\[\text{(3.2)}\]

### 3.2.3 Inertia Parameter Selection

According to the DH convention, the link centre of gravity locations and inertia matrices were assigned with respect to each link’s body-fixed reference frame. The body-fixed reference frames were oriented along the links’ principal axes such that the body-attached representation of each link’s inertia tensor would be diagonal. The total number of inertia parameters for the shovel is 12, 3 for each link (the house, boom, saddle block, and dipper handle with dipper). The goal of this work is to estimate the inertia and mass parameters of the shovel as well as parameters that describe the friction and inertia of the drive mechanisms.

Twelve inertia parameters is a large number of variables to estimate. Given the kinematics constraints on the motion of the shovel it is possible to combine some of the inertia parameters and represent them as single parameters. For example, since the house and boom do not move with respect to one another (except when the machine is undergoing maintenance) it is reasonable to consider them as a single body thereby reducing the number of inertia parameters by 3. Furthermore, since the house and boom only rotate about the vertical axis, only the element of the inertia matrix corresponding to the vertical axis is needed to model the motion of the shovel. This further reduces the number of parameters by 2.

Assuming that the shovel is operated on level ground, it is possible to ignore the masses of the house and boom and lump them with the house inertia. If the machine were operated on inclined terrain, the masses and centre of gravity locations of the house and boom would have to be included in the solution because their centres of gravity do not lie on the swing axis and would rise and fall as the machine rotates.

The saddle block and dipper handle are connected by a prismatic joint so their frames of reference are always aligned although their reference frame origins move with respect to one another as the joint extends. The Huygens-Steiner formula (parallel axis theorem) shows how a body’s inertia tensor, $J_c$, represented about
point c, can be represented about another point, o, where m is the mass of the body.

\[ J_o = J_c - m[(c - o) \times ]^2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

Where \( \times \) is the skew operator which is applied in the following manner:

\[ a = \begin{bmatrix} a_1 \\ a_2 \\ a_3 \end{bmatrix}, a \times = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & -a_3 & a_2 \\ a_3 & 0 & -a_1 \\ -a_2 & a_1 & 0 \end{bmatrix} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)

the inertia tensor of the saddle block, \( J_{sb} \), and the inertia tensor of the dipper handle, \( J_{dh} \), are formed using the same body-fixed reference frame, C, and the inertia matrices \( I_{sb} \) and \( I_{dh} \).

\[ I_{sb} = \begin{bmatrix} i_{sbxx} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & i_{sbyy} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & i_{sbzz} \end{bmatrix} \quad I_{dh} = \begin{bmatrix} i_{dhxx} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & i_{dhyy} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & i_{dhzz} \end{bmatrix} \]

\[ J_{sb} = CI_{sb}C^T \quad J_{dh} = CI_{dh}C^T \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.5)

Using the Huygens-Steiner formula the inertia tensors for the saddle block and the dipper handle can be combined in the following manner where \( o_{dh} \) and \( o_{sb} \) are the frame origin locations measured with respect to the global reference frame.

\[ J_{sbdh} = CI_{sb}C^T + CI_{dh}C^T - m_{dh}[(o_{dh} - o_{sb}) \times ]^2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.6)

The first two terms on the right hand side can be combined to obtain the following equation:

\[ J_{sbdh} = C(I_{sb} + I_{dh})C^T m_{dh}[(o_{dh} - o_{sb}) \times ]^2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.7)

Since the reference frames of both links are always aligned the inertia tensor representing both the saddle block and the dipper handle is only affected by the mass of the dipper handle and how far it is translated. The dynamics model will behave identically whether \( I_{sb} \) and \( I_{dh} \) are left separate or if one is set to zero and an inertia matrix representing the combined inertia of the saddle block and dipper handle is used for the other. Therefore, a new inertia matrix representing the combined in-
ertia of the dipper handle and the saddle block was used to reduce the number of inertia parameters of the system by 3.

\[ I_{sbdh} = I_s + I_{dh} = \begin{bmatrix} i_{sbxx} + i_{dhxx} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & i_{sbyy} + i_{dhyy} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & i_{sbzz} + i_{dhzz} \end{bmatrix} \] (3.8)

To further reduce the number of inertia parameters, the parameters that influence the overall swing inertia (the inertia observed by the swing motors) were examined. There are now four variables that influence the overall inertia about the swing axis: the combined inertia of the house and boom \((i_{hbyy})\), the combined inertias of the saddle block and dipper handle \((i_{sbdhxx} \text{ and } i_{sbdhzz})\), and the dipper handle mass \((m_4)\). When the dipper handle is horizontal, only the x component \((i_{sbdhxx})\) of the dipper handle inertia influences the overall swing inertia. Conversely, when the dipper handle is vertical, only \(i_{sbdhzz}\) influences the overall swing inertia. When the dipper handle goes from horizontal to vertical, the overall swing inertia changes by the difference between \(i_{sbdhxx}\) and \(i_{sbdhzz}\). The influence of the dipper handle inertia on the overall swing inertia is a function of the dipper handle angle and the difference between \(i_{sbdhxx}\) and \(i_{sbdhzz}\). When solving for the inertia parameters, \(i_{sbdhxx}\) can be set to zero by assuming that it is lumped in with the house and boom inertia \((i_{hbyy})\). Thus, \(i_{sbdhzz}\) will represent the difference between \(i_{sbdhzz}\) and \(i_{sbdhxx}\).

By setting \(i_{sbdhxx}\) to zero, only 3 inertias \((i_{hbyy}, i_{sbdhyy}, \text{ and } i_{sbdhzz})\) and the mass of the dipper handle \((m_4)\) are required to model the motion of a rope shovel. Reducing the number of parameters necessary for modelling the shovel greatly simplifies the task of estimating the inertia parameters of the shovel.

### 3.2.4 Development of Dynamics Equations

The Euler-Lagrange approach was used to obtain the \(D, C,\) and \(G\) matrices for the following dynamics equation where \(q\) is a vector of the angle or extension of each joint and \(u\) is the vector of the torque or force applied to each joint.

\[ D(q) \ddot{q} + C(q, \dot{q}) \dot{q} + G(q) = u \] (3.9)
The $D$, $C$, and $G$ matrices contain the inertia, mass, and DH parameters of the shovel.

**Friction**

Viscous friction was simulated in all joints. The joint velocity and a viscous friction coefficient were used to calculate the force or torque opposing each function.

$$F_{\text{friction}} = -\dot{\theta} \mu_{\text{viscous}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.10)

Austin and McAree modelled the transmission friction in the hoist and crowd functions of a P&H rope shovel and found that the friction in these functions could be well characterized by a “Coulomb-friction-with-uncertainty” model [3]. Coulomb friction was implemented on all joints to see if the model’s performance could be improved. When solved together, the Coulomb and viscous friction parameters obtained using the collected data did not change the behaviour of the dynamics model. When applied without viscous friction, the Coulomb friction obtained from the solver decreased the model’s performance. Therefore, Coulomb friction was left out and only viscous friction was used. The results presented by Austin and McAree show that a more sophisticated model of friction may have improved the dynamic model’s performance.

### 3.3 Dynamics Model

The dynamics equation was implemented in Mathworks Simulink\textsuperscript{TM}. Figure 3.3 shows the implementation of the dynamics model in Simulink\textsuperscript{TM} that calculates the joint positions of the model ($q$) using the input torques and force ($u$).

The $C$ and $D$ matrices and the $G$ vector were implemented in C MEX code for speed. A PD controller (bottom of Figure 3.3) was added to prevent the dipper handle from moving beyond the physical limits of the machine. The input to the
model, \( u \), is a 3-element vector:

\[
  u = \begin{pmatrix}
    \tau_1 \\
    \tau_3 \\
    F_4
  \end{pmatrix}
\]  

(3.11)

Where \( \tau_1 \) is the torque applied by the swing motor to the swing joint, \( \tau_3 \) is the torque about the shipper shaft caused by the hoist cable tension which controls the dipper handle angle, and \( F_4 \) is the force along the dipper handle generated by the crowd motor and the hoist cable tension (\( T_h \), introduced in Section 3.3.2). To determine \( \tau_3 \) and \( F_4 \), the hoist rope was modelled as a stiff spring and damper. The reaction forces of the spring damper were applied to a model of the hoist motor and drivetrain which simulated the dynamics of the hoist mechanism. Since the hoist cable cannot act in compression, only tensile forces generated by the spring damper were applied to the model. The position of the dipper handle was used to determine the length of the hoist cable and the direction of the tension force applied to the dipper handle at \( O_{bc} \).

### 3.3.1 Rope Length

The inverse kinematics for determining the length of the hoist rope have previously been published by Dunbabin and Corke [11]. However, the calculations assumed...
the hoist rope had a constant wrap around the boom sheave and that the contact point between the dipper and the shipper shaft was stationary. The following analysis takes the configuration of the dipper handle into account to adjust the angle, $\alpha$, from which the rope leaves the boom sheave. Figure 3.4 shows the geometry of the hoist rope and dipper handle. The origins of the reference frames are located at the intersection of their respective axes. As this is a two-dimensional problem it is simplified by using only x and y axes at the frame origins. The locations of the various points can be easily transferred into these coordinate frames from the frames shown in Figure 3.2.

![Figure 3.4: Dipper handle and hoist rope geometry.](image)

To determine the wrap of the rope around the boom sheave, the two vectors that must be considered are the vector from the centre of the boom sheave to the point where the rope departs the sheave $(p)$,

$$ r_{bs,p} = [x_{bs,p}, y_{bs,p}, 0]^T \quad (3.12) $$
and the vector from the bail connector to point \( p \),

\[
\mathbf{r}_{bc,p}^{bs} = \mathbf{r}_{bs,p}^{bs} - \mathbf{r}_{bs,bc}^{bs}
\]  

(3.13)

where \( \mathbf{r}_{bs,bc}^{bs} \) is the vector from the boom sheave centre to the bail connector. All three vectors are defined in the \( bs \) frame, centered on the boom sheave. Along the vector \( \mathbf{r}_{bc,p}^{bs} \), the hoist rope is connected to the bail connector (at \( O_{bc} \)) with an equalizer bar. For this work, the length of the equalizer bar is absorbed into the length of the rope. It is assumed that the equalizer bar and the rope are aligned, although high friction between the equalizer bar and bail connector can prevent perfect alignment.

To determine \( \mathbf{r}_{bs,bc}^{bs} \) three vectors are used: the vector, \( \mathbf{r}_{2,4}^{2,4} \), from \( O_2 \) to \( O_4 \), the vector, \( \mathbf{r}_{4,bc}^{2,4} \), from \( O_4 \) to \( O_{bc} \), and the constant vector, \( \mathbf{r}_{2,bs}^{2,bs} \), from \( O_2 \) to \( O_{bs} \). \( \mathbf{r}_{2,4}^{2,4} \) can be determined using the measured dipper handle extension \( (d) \), the dipper handle angle \( (\theta_3) \), and the radius of the shipper shaft \( (r_{2,3}) \). The location of the bail connector \( (O_{bc}) \) with respect to \( O_4 \), defined by the fixed vector \( \mathbf{r}_{4,bc}^{4,4} \), can be expressed in frame 2, as \( \mathbf{r}_{2,bs}^{2,bs} \), with a rotation of \( \theta_3 \) about the z-axis. The vector \( \mathbf{r}_{2,bs}^{2,bs} \) has the constant length \( \ell_{boom} \) and is fixed. The vector from the boom sheave to the bail connector, \( \mathbf{r}_{bs,bc}^{bs,bs} \), can be found using these vectors in the following manner (note that frames 2 and \( bs \) are aligned):

\[
\mathbf{r}_{bs,bc}^{bs,bs} = [x_{bs,bc}^{bs,bs}, y_{bs,bc}^{bs,bs}, 0]^T = \mathbf{r}_{2,4}^{2,4} + \mathbf{r}_{4,bc}^{2,4} - \mathbf{r}_{2,bs}^{2,bs}
\]  

(3.14)

From (3.13), \( \mathbf{r}_{bc,p}^{bs} \) can be written as,

\[
\mathbf{r}_{bc,p}^{bs} = [x_{bs,p}^{bs} - x_{bs,bc}^{bs}, y_{bs,p}^{bs} - y_{bs,bc}^{bs}, 0]^T
\]  

(3.15)

Two equations are developed to solve for the two unknowns \( (x_{bs,p}^{bs} \) and \( y_{bs,p}^{bs} \) in (3.12) and (3.15). First, an assumption is made that the rope departs the sheave at a right angle to the sheave radius. Mathematically this is expressed as the dot product of \( \mathbf{r}_{bs,p}^{bs} \) and \( \mathbf{r}_{bc,p}^{bs} \) being equal to 0,

\[
\mathbf{x}_{bs,p}^{bs}(x_{bs,p}^{bs} - x_{bs,bc}^{bs}) + \mathbf{y}_{bs,p}^{bs}(y_{bs,p}^{bs} - y_{bs,bc}^{bs}) = 0
\]  

(3.16)
Second, the magnitude of $r_{bs,p}$ is constant and equal to the radius of the boom sheave, $r_{bs}$, 

$$
(r_{bs})^2 = (x_{bs,p})^2 + (y_{bs,p})^2
$$

(3.17)

Solving (3.16) and (3.17) simultaneously for $x_{bs,p}$ and $y_{bs,p}$ yields,

$$
x_{bs,p} = r_{bs} \frac{r_{bs} x_{bs,bc} \mp y_{bs,bc} \sqrt{(x_{bs,bc})^2 + (y_{bs,bc})^2 - r_{bs}^2}}{(x_{bs,bc})^2 + (y_{bs,bc})^2}
$$

(3.18)

and,

$$
y_{bs,p} = r_{bs} \frac{r_{bs} y_{bs,bc} \mp x_{bs,bc} \sqrt{(x_{bs,bc})^2 + (y_{bs,bc})^2 - r_{bs}^2}}{(x_{bs,bc})^2 + (y_{bs,bc})^2}
$$

(3.19)

Two solutions are obtained. Observing that the boom sheave is located to the left of the rope, choose the solution that satisfies,

$$
r_{bs,bc,p} \times r_{bs,p} \leq 0
$$

(3.20)

From here $\alpha$ can be determined as,

$$
\alpha = \text{atan2}(y_{bs,p}, x_{bs,p})
$$

(3.21)

and the rope length between the sheave and the bail connector is equal to the magnitude of the vector $r_{bc,p}$:

$$
h = \left| r_{bc,p} \right| = \sqrt{(x_{bc,p} - x_{bs,bc})^2 + (y_{bc,p} - y_{bs,bc})^2}
$$

(3.22)

If the rope length from the drum to the top of the boom sheave is $L_1$, then the total rope length, $L$, is

$$
L = L_1 + h + (\pi/2 - \alpha)r_{bs}
$$

(3.23)

where the last term represents the amount of rope wrapped around the boom sheave.
3.3.2 Hoist Cable Equivalent Torque and Force

As described in Section 3.2.2, the dynamics model simulated the shovel as a serial manipulator. In this model, the dipper handle angle was controlled by a torque ($\tau_3$) applied to the saddle block (link 3) about the shipper shaft and the extension was controlled by a force ($F_4$) applied along the dipper handle. On an actual shovel, the angle of the dipper handle is affected by both the hoist cable length and the extension of the dipper handle. To model the influence of the hoist cable, the equivalent torque ($\tau_3$) and crowd/retract ($F_{ch}$) force generated at the saddle block by the hoist cable must be calculated. To calculate these, three vectors must be known. First, the normalized vector $r_{bc,p}$, expressed as $\hat{r}_{bc,p}$, to represent the direction of the hoist cable tension. Second, $r_{2,bc}$ (from $O_2$ to $O_{bc}$), the lever arm used to calculate $\tau_3$. Third, the normalized vector $r_{3,4}$, expressed as $\hat{r}_{3,4}$, along the dipper handle (from $O_3$ to $O_4$) to calculate the force the hoist cable tension exerts parallel to the dipper handle. These vectors are shown in Figure 3.5. The equivalent torque on

![Figure 3.5: Vectors used to calculate equivalent torque and crowd force generated by hoist cable.](image-url)
link 3 (the saddle block) about the shipper shaft (at $O_2$) generated by the hoist cable tension ($T_h$) is,

$$\tau_3 = T_h(r_{2,be} \times \hat{r}_{bc,p}) \quad (3.24)$$

while the crowd force generated by the hoist cable tension ($T_h$) on the dipper handle is,

$$F_{ch} = T_h(\hat{r}_{bc,p} \cdot \hat{r}_{3,a}) \quad (3.25)$$

$\tau_3$ is the input to the dynamics model for the torque about axis $z_2$ that affects the dipper handle angle, $\theta_3$. $F_{ch}$ is added to the force generated by the crowd motor to make $F_4$ (3.11), which is applied to the dynamics model to extend or retract the dipper handle.

To calculate $\tau_3$ and $F_{ch}$ the hoist cable tension ($T_h$) must be determined. To do this two measures of the length and speed of the cable were used. The first used the hoist motor and drum position and the second used the arm geometry.

The hoist cable is wrapped around a drum that is driven by the hoist motors. The position of the drum controls the cable length. The hoist motor and cable drum were modelled as a single rotor to which the motor torque, viscous friction torque, and the cable tension were applied. The drum position and velocity were multiplied by the drum radius to obtain the cable length and velocity, $L_{motor}$ and $\dot{L}_{motor}$.

For the second measure, the hoist length was calculated using the arm geometry with the equations described in Section 3.3.1 The length and velocity of the hoist rope calculated using the arm geometry using (3.23) are defined as $L_{actual}$ and $\dot{L}_{actual}$. The hoist cable was modelled as a very stiff spring damper with spring constant, $k_s$, and damping constant, $k_d$. The tension in the cable was calculated as,

$$T_h = k_s(L_{actual} - L_{motor}) + k_d(\dot{L}_{actual} - \dot{L}_{motor}) \quad (3.26)$$

Since the hoist cables can only act in tension, negative values of $T_h$ were set to zero. The Simulink blocks used to implement the hoist mechanism are shown in Figure 3.6. The hoist motor armature and field currents are used with the rope tension in the first block to model the motion of the hoist drum and motor. The rotational inertia and viscous friction of the hoist drivetrain are modelled in this
block. The second block uses the drum position and speed as well as the current joint positions and velocities to calculate the hoist tension using (3.26). The third block uses the hoist tension and arm geometry to calculate $\tau_3$ and $F_{ch}$ using (3.24) and (3.25).

Figure 3.6: Simulink™ implementation of hoist mechanism.

Figure 3.7 shows the Simulink™ implementation of the first block. As the drum and motor rotate together they are modelled as a single rotor. The motor torque, viscous friction, and cable tension are applied to the rotor inertia, $J$, and the speed and position are obtained using integrators. As the drum position increases the hoist cable length increases, lowering the dipper handle.

Figure 3.7: Simulink™ implementation of hoist motor and drivetrain.
3.3.3 Crowd and Swing

The torques generated by the crowd and swing motors were calculated using each motor’s field current, armature current, and mutual inductance using (3.27). The swing torque and crowd force applied to the dynamics model were calculated using the transmission reductions provided by the shovel manufacturer. The viscous friction for each joint was calculated using each joint’s velocity and viscous friction coefficient. The calculated swing motor and viscous friction torques were applied to the dynamics model as \( \tau_3 \) in (3.11). The crowd force and viscous friction were added to \( F_{ch} \) in (3.25) to create the total crowd force, \( F_4 \) in (3.11), that was applied to the model.

3.3.4 Data Collection

To solve for the inertia parameters the position of each joint and the torque generated by each DC motor are required. The torque generated by a DC motor is a function of the current flowing through the armature and field windings and the mutual inductance between the armature and the field:

\[
\tau = L_{\text{mutual}}i_{\text{field}}i_{\text{armature}}
\] (3.27)

Thus, in addition to the joint positions, the armature and field currents of each motor were recorded during tests. The mutual inductance of each motor was calculated using data available from the manufacturer.

An encoder was mounted to the swing motor shaft to measure the swing angle. The boom angle and dipper handle angle were measured using two sets of gravity-referenced accelerometer pairs [14]. One pair was installed at the base of the boom and the second pair at the saddle-block to measure the boom and dipper handle angles. A laser range finder was installed on the saddle block to measure the dipper handle extension. Details of the installation are described in Chapter 2. Data from the accelerometers and encoder were recorded at 30Hz while the rangefinder data was recorded at 4Hz. The rangefinder (a SICK SENSICK DT 500 laser rangefinder) was chosen for its rugged construction that allowed it to operate over a wide temperature range. Other rangefinders were found that can record at higher data rates but they were not suitable for the rugged mining environment.
The rangefinder measured the distance from the saddle block to the end of the dipper handle. As explained above, the dipper extension is influenced by the angle of the dipper handle. To correlate the dipper extension with only the movement of the shipper shaft and crowd motor the rangefinder data was adjusted by subtracting the term added in (3.2) from the measured extension to remove the influence of the dipper angle on the measured extension.

The armature and field currents and voltages for the swing, hoist, and crowd functions of the shovel were measured from the control frame outputs in ±10V signals. These were run through a signal isolator and then to a DAQ board in a Motion Metrics embedded computer that was also used to record the signals from the encoder, accelerometers, and rangefinder. All voltages and currents were measured at 480Hz.

A number of simple movements were used to excite the shovel for inertia parameter estimation. To estimate the inertia parameter of the saddle block and dipper handle aligned with the shipper shaft axis \(i_{sbdhyy}\) and the mass of the dipper handle \(m_4\), the dipper handle was hoisted and lowered at different speeds and at different extensions. To estimate the inertia parameters that influenced the swing function \(i_{lhyy}\) and \(i_{sbdhxx}\) the shovel was swung left and right with the dipper handle held at different angles and extensions. Varying the angle of the dipper handle for different swing motions made it possible to solve for \(i_{sbdhxx}\) which represents the difference between the saddle block and dipper handle inertias that lie along the \(x_3\) and \(z_3\) axes. Changing the amount of extension ensured that the mass of the dipper handle could be isolated and not lumped into one of the inertia parameters.

### 3.3.5 Nonlinear Optimization of Inertia, Mass, and Friction Parameters

An unconstrained nonlinear optimization method was used to solve for the inertia, mass, and friction parameters of the model using data collected on a full scale shovel. The traditional approach is to use the recorded joint positions, velocities, and accelerations to calculate estimates for the joint torques and forces using the dynamics equations with estimated values for the inertia, mass, and friction parameters. In a conventional approach, the estimated joint torques are then compared to the actual joint torques and forces measured on the machine to adjust the estimated
inertia, mass, and friction parameters using a least squares method (described in Section 3.1.1). The velocity and acceleration measurements used are found by taking successive derivatives of the position measurements. This introduces a substantial amount of noise, making it difficult to obtain reliable results. Strong oscillations were observed in the measured hoist current. Corresponding oscillations in the acceleration in the measured dipper handle angle or the calculated hoist rope length were not observed. As mentioned in Section 2.2, the saddle block can rock back and forth on the dipper handle, affecting the dipper handle angle measurement. This hysteresis was not modelled in the dynamics equations, adding another discrepancy between the dynamics model and the measured data. The swing joint is driven by a pinion riding on a large ring gear. The machine is supported on large roller bearings. Because of the dirty environment these parts are heavily lubricated and are not manufactured or fitted precisely. The strong vibrations caused by the loose fitting transmission and roller bearings caused strong oscillations that were observed in the swing motor acceleration. The input current to the swing motor, was smooth. Because of the discrepancies between the measured current and acceleration data and the noise generated by differentiating position data to obtain velocity and acceleration, the traditional least squares approach to solving the dynamics parameters did not work.

Because of the issues affecting the traditional least squares method, an alternative method for solving the inertia, mass, and friction parameters was adopted that did not require the use of differentiated velocity and acceleration data throughout the solution. For each function, short segments of data during which the joint was accelerating were chosen for the solution of parameters associated with that function. For each data segment, the currents applied to each motor were used as inputs to the dynamics model. The dynamics model was initialized with the same joint positions and velocities as the first point in the measured time segments. The velocity used to initialize the model was the only use of derived position data in this method. The model was run using initial estimates of the inertia, mass, and friction parameters. The joint positions from the model were compared to the joint positions recorded on the machine to generate an error metric. The error metric was used as the input to a nonlinear optimization to adjust the estimates of the inertia, mass, and friction parameters. The new parameter estimates were run through
the dynamics model until the error metric was minimized. This method permitted
the inertias to be solved without relying heavily on velocity and acceleration data
for the joints. Figure 3.8 shows a flow chart describing the method used to estimate
the inertia, mass, and friction parameters.

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - y_i)^2
\]

**Figure 3.8:** Flow chart of the method used to estimate the inertia, mass, and
friction parameters.

For each parameter a range of possible values was defined using approximate
data obtained from the manufacturer to constrain the solver to known reasonable
values.


3.4 Results

3.4.1 Hoist

For the hoist function, a series of 3- to 10-s data segments during which the hoist function was moving and the swing joint was stationary were chosen. Recall that the position of the dipper handle ($\theta_3$ and $d$) is a function of both the hoist and crowd functions. For example, if the hoist function is kept stationary and the dipper handle is extended or retracted the dipper handle angle will change because it is suspended from the hoist cable. To isolate the hoist function from the crowd function during the solution of hoist parameters, the model’s dipper handle extension was adjusted to the same position as in the collected data. The crowd motor was removed from the model and the dipper extension was adjusted using PD control.

Using 9 data segments the solution of the parameters took 83min using Matlab running on one core of a 1.86GHz Intel core 2 duo computer. The solved hoist parameters are shown in Table 3.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$m_4$</td>
<td>100200 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$i_{sbdhyy}$</td>
<td>3000 $kgm^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoist Drum/Drivetrain Inertia</td>
<td>8 $kgm^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoist Drivetrain Viscous Friction</td>
<td>261300 $Nms/rad$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Model parameters for the hoist function

Figure 3.9 shows segments of data where the model was run with the same hoist current input as the data recorded on the shovel. As in the solution of the data, the dipper handle extension of the model was adjusted to be at the same position as in the recorded data. This allowed for the comparison of the hoist function in the model and with the behaviour of the actual machine in segments where the dipper extension was not fixed. For these segments, the mean absolute error, maximum absolute error, and standard deviation of the absolute error are presented in Table 3.3.
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### Table 3.3: Hoist model error

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Absolute Error</td>
<td>3.3°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Absolute Error</td>
<td>11.5°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>2.7°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3.9: Plots of simulated hoist function behaviour (grey) alongside collected data (black). a) shows the hoist function holding the dipper handle angle steady, b) shows a short hoisting segment, and c) shows a longer segment with both lowering and hoisting.
3.4.2 Swing

A series of 3- to 20-s data segments were chosen in which the shovel was swinging with the dipper handle held at various angles and extensions. To make it possible to solve for the swing parameters, segments were chosen to cover portions of data during which the swing function was accelerating. Having already solved for the dipper handle mass \( (m_4) \) using data from the hoist function, the swing function can be used to solve for the house and boom inertia \( (i_{hby}) \), the \( z \) inertia component of the saddle block and dipper handle \( (i_{sbdhz}) \), and the swing viscous friction coefficient.

Using 10 data segments the solution of the swing parameters took 25min using Matlab running on one core of a 1.86GHz Intel core 2 duo computer. The solved swing parameters using the value for \( m_4 \) solved above are shown in Table 3.4.

### Table 3.4: Model parameters for the swing function

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( i_{hby} )</td>
<td>25106100 kgm(^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( i_{sbdhz} )</td>
<td>892600 kgm(^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swing Viscous Friction</td>
<td>1462300 Nms/rad</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Recall that the value of \( i_{sbdhz} \) represents the difference between the \( x \) and \( z \) components of the saddle block and dipper handle inertia matrix. The positive value for \( i_{sbdhz} \) indicates that the \( z \) component of the dipper handle inertia is greater than the \( x \) component. The plots in Figure 3.10 show the swing data measured at the mine and the behaviour of the dynamics model’s swing function run with the solved swing parameters plotted. For the same segments the mean absolute error, the maximum absolute error, and the standard deviation of the error are shown in Table 3.5.

### Table 3.5: Swing model error

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Absolute Error</td>
<td>0.9°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Absolute Error</td>
<td>2.0°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>0.4°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3.10: Plots of simulated swing function (grey) alongside collected data (black).
3.4.3 Crowd

The crowd motor drives the shipper shaft through a belt driven transmission. This belt dampens the shocks on the drivetrain during operation and slips when under large loads. This means that a lot of the energy applied by the motor can be dissipated in the drivetrain if the belt is not tensioned correctly or if the belt is worn. Furthermore, the saddle blocks, used to hold the dipper handle against the shipper shaft, slide against the dipper handle as it moves. The friction between the saddle block and the dipper handle will vary depending on the dipper handle angle. In the collected data, the changes in current applied to the crowd motor did not match up with changes in acceleration of the dipper extension. Large changes could be matched with the dipper handle extension but smaller accelerations did not match up with current spikes as were observed with the hoist and swing functions. This made it difficult for the solver to determine the friction parameters for the crowd mechanism.

To examine the model forces required to move the model’s dipper handle as it did in the recorded data, the same PD controller used in the hoist estimation to control the dipper handle extension was used in the model. The output of the PD controller required for the model’s dipper handle extension to match the extension recorded on the shovel showed that there were forces acting in the crowd mechanism that were not modelled.

3.5 Discussion

Using the described method it was possible to obtain inertia, mass, and friction parameters to accurately model the hoist and swing functions of a full scale P&H 2800 XPB rope shovel. The mass and inertia parameters necessary for modelling the dynamics were found using the machine’s kinematics. If two parameters contribute equally to a certain motion it is impossible for the solver to determine their values. Therefore, such parameters were combined. This made it possible to obtain consistent results from the optimization method. Examples of this are combining the saddle block and dipper handle inertia matrices and lumping the boom inertia and mass with the house inertia. When reducing the number of inertia parameters it was assumed that the machine operated on level ground. If the machine did not
operate on level ground the mass of the boom and house would need to be added
to the solution to account for their change in height during swing.

Except for a few sections with fast changes in direction, the model followed the
recorded hoist data closely. During changes in direction it is possible for the saddle
block to pivot back and forth on the dipper handle as discussed in Section 2.2.
Since the dipper handle angle was measured on the saddle block this may have
contributed to the high maximum absolute error observed for the dipper handle
angle. Nonetheless, as shown by the plots in Figure 3.9, the hoist function was
modelled well. For comparison, the estimated dipper handle with dipper mass was
100200kg while, in the manual for a similar machine, the dipper handle with dipper
mass is 97000kg [26]. A larger installed dipper or modifications to the dipper teeth
on the machine could easily account for the difference between these two values.
Using this model, it would be possible to predict a collision using the inputs to the
machine and to determine the latest possible time when the operator should hoist
to clear an obstacle.

The radius of the shipper shaft and the hoist cable wrap on the boom sheave
were accounted for in the model of the shovel. It was important to include the
radius of the shipper shaft in the kinematics model to account for the change in
extension that occurs when the dipper handle angle changes. Without this and
depending on the dipper handle angle, the error in the model’s end effector position
could be as much as 0.55m. However, it was possible to set the shipper shaft radius
to zero and make the hoist cable wrap constant when calculating the equivalent
torque and force generated by the hoist cable without affecting the results. This
is because the shipper shaft radius and the cable wrap on the boom sheave have a
very small impact on the directions of the vectors used to calculate \( \tau_3 \) and \( F_{ch} \).

The model was able to reproduce the behaviour of the swing function very
well. Although the inertia of the house is much larger than the dipper handle,
solving for the dipper handle inertia and mass improved the results obtained for
different dipper handle angles. In the acceleration plots in Figure 3.10 the ripples
in the recorded data near changes in directions could be due to backlash in the
 drivetrain or resonance when the load on the gears is high. Using the parameters
estimated for swing in the model it would be possible to predict how long it would
take the machine to stop swinging from any state.
The crowd function was not well modelled using the data collected on the shovel. The laser range finder used to measure the extension of the dipper handle recorded at 4Hz. Also, the sensor had a response time of 250ms. The large delay in receiving the measurement could have prevented an accurate solution of the inertia parameters associated with the crowd function. To compensate for sensor lag, measurements from the laser range finder were time shifted to align the position measurements with the current signal supplied to the crowd motor. This did not noticeably improve the results. Ultimately, the drivetrain design and friction in the mechanism presented the biggest challenge for modelling the crowd function. The range finder was placed to determine the shovel’s dipper handle extension. This measurement could not be used to determine the motor position, because of slip in the belt drive. If the belt is not tensioned properly it could slip continually making it difficult to correlate the current input to the motor with the extension of the dipper without a model of the belt friction. It would be possible to model the crowd drivetrain separately and gain better insight into the behaviour of the crowd function with an additional encoder mounted to the crowd motor shaft.

The coupled nature of hoist and crowd functions controlling the dipper handle angle makes it difficult to solve for the parameters associated with both functions simultaneously. It was possible to isolate the hoist function from the crowd function using PD control to make the model’s extension follow the recorded data. It was not possible to do the opposite and isolate the crowd function in the same manner because the hoist drum position (or cable length) was not measured directly. However, shovels are equipped with brakes on each function which can be used to stop their motion. The hoist brake could be used to keep the cable length constant when gathering data to characterize the crowd function. For this work, data was not collected for the crowd function with the hoist cable length held constant by the hoist brake.

The calculated mutual inductance of each motor was estimated using the motor power, speed, armature current, and field current. The motor power and speed were used to calculate the nominal torque output from which the mutual inductance was calculated using the armature and field currents (3.27). This provides a rough estimate of the mutual inductance. A better measure of the mutual inductance would give more accurately calculated torques and would result in parameter estimates.
that are closer to their actual value. Since the optimization scheme minimizes the error metric, if the mutual inductance is not correct the resulting parameters end up being scaled accordingly to best fit the data. A more detailed model of each motor could also improve the model performance but would increase the computational cost of running the model. Nonetheless, the model presented here was able to adequately model the shovel for the period of time necessary to predict collisions.

The method of solving for the inertia parameters is computationally expensive as the model must be run over each segment of data repeatedly until the error has been minimized. Other solution methods are more efficient but are less robust when dealing with low sampling rates and high vibration.

3.6 Conclusions

This work has improved the accuracy of shovel kinematics models with the saddle block link by accounting for the extension caused by changes in dipper handle angle. In addition, the hoist cable length and geometry is more accurately determined by accounting for the wrap of the cable around the boom sheave. Lastly, a robust method for estimating the inertia, mass, and friction parameters of a rope shovel was presented.

Using data collected from a series of tests on a P&H 2800 XPB rope shovel a functioning model of the hoist and swing functions was created for the purpose of collision avoidance. The inertia parameters necessary to capture the machine’s dynamics were identified and, where possible, the parameters that had the same influence on an individual motion were combined.

A model of the machine was created in Mathworks Simulink™. The model was developed in the same manner as a serial manipulator. This made developing the kinematics and dynamics equations easier using well established methods. The Euler Lagrange method of solving the dynamics equations was used and these were implemented in Simulink™. A model of the hoist mechanism, which took into account the unique features of the machine, was created to determine the equivalent torque and force created by the hoist cable to move the dipper handle. These were applied to the serial manipulator model of the shovel.

In order to deal with the limitations of the sensors used and the noisy data
collected in a mining environment a novel parameter estimation method was developed to avoid differentiating data that was collected at a low rate or were very noisy. The method used a nonlinear optimization solver to adjust initial estimates of the inertia parameters. The quality of these estimates was evaluated by running the dynamics model with the estimated parameters, using as inputs the motor currents collected on the machine. An error metric was created using the differences in joint positions between the model and the measured data. This error metric was minimized in the nonlinear optimization. In this way, the dynamics model was effectively used as a filter in the parameter estimation method. Furthermore, only position data was used, avoiding the use of velocity and acceleration data which can be corrupted during differentiation of noisy position data. Although computationally expensive, this method was capable of solving for inertia, mass, and friction parameters that accurately reproduce the machine’s hoist and swing functions. Using the estimated parameters, the model’s hoist function reproduced the machine’s motion with a mean absolute error of 3.3° while the machine’s swing function was reproduced with a mean absolute error of 0.9°.

The crowd function was not accurately modelled. The friction model used to model the crowd function was inadequate for modelling the complex friction present in the crowd mechanism. However, the crowd function is seldom used when avoiding collisions with haul trucks during loading because the haul trucks are too close to the shovel to be avoided by retracting the dipper handle.

To avoid collisions with the haul truck the shovel operator must either hoist the dipper or swing away from the haul truck. Furthermore, the operator has a blind spot behind the dipper making it undesirable to place the dipper between the operator and an obstacle. With an accurate model of the hoist and swing functions it is possible to use the model in its current state for collision avoidance purposes, using a PD controller in the model to extend the dipper handle at the same rate as the machine when forecasting the end effector trajectory.

The method for estimating the inertia parameters of the machine is suitable for collision avoidance as well as developing control systems for rope shovels. Today, rope shovels are constructed with advanced control systems and sensors to monitor the joint positions. However, many older machines could benefit from a retrofittable system for monitoring the shovel and predicting collisions. Further-
more, the estimation method could be used in its current form as a payload estimation system. Once all inertia parameters affecting swing and hoist are solved with an empty dipper, a single parameter for the dipper load would be added to the solution. With only one parameter to identify, the mass would be determined quickly. The accuracy of the load measurement would depend on the accuracy of the motor mutual inductance values used to calculate the motor torque.
Chapter 4

Collision Prediction and Warning

4.1 Introduction

The goal of this project was to develop a collision avoidance system to assist rope shovel operators in avoiding collisions. The dynamics model presented in Chapter 3 was used to forecast the motion of the machine. A collision prediction algorithm was developed as a proof of concept for using the dynamics model to warn operators of potential collisions.

Collision detection is used extensively in computer graphics [19] and in robotics for path planning. In robotics, collision free trajectories are planned taking robot dynamics and geometry into account. The problem of warning a heavy machine operator of potential collisions in their workspace is different from solving for collision free trajectories of a machine under computer control. Under operator control, the machine’s future trajectory is unknown because the future inputs from the operator are unknown. Only past and present machine inputs and states can be used to predict collisions. The proposed collision prediction method used the developed dynamics model to forecast the motion of the shovel using the most recent machine inputs as well as the joint positions and speeds. The forecast trajectories were used to detect future collisions and generate operator feedback.
4.2 Algorithm Development

4.2.1 Intersection Detection

For collision detection the position and dimensions of obstacles must be defined. The geometry of the machine must also be defined. For this research, collision avoidance between a haul truck and the dipper handle were examined. The dipper handle and the haul truck were each modelled using a set of planes. A series of 3 or more points was used to define each plane in the set. The more planes used to define each object the longer the algorithm would spend checking for intersections between the models. To reduce the computation time, the models were made to enclose each object’s exterior geometry. The truck was modelled as a simple box. The dipper was modelled as a box and four triangular planes that joined at a point were used to enclose the dipper handle. Figure 4.1 shows the geometric model used for the dipper handle with dipper.

A collision checking method similar to the method presented by Möller was used to check for intersections between the planes in the shovel and truck models [25]. For each shovel configuration to be checked, the geometric model of the dipper handle was moved using the shovel joint angles. Then, each plane in the dipper model was checked against the planes of the truck model to see if there was an intersection. Checking was stopped as soon as an intersection between two planes was detected. However, due to the simplicity of the models used here, the order in which the planes were searched was not adjusted to check the planes most likely to intersect one another first. Most of the computational time in the algorithm was consumed by the dynamics model forecasting trajectories, making small improvements in the collision checking method insignificant.

4.2.2 Modifications to the Dynamics Model

The dynamics model was used to forecast the motion of the shovel. For estimating the inertia parameters of the machine, the motor torques were calculated directly in the dynamics model using the motor currents recorded on the machine. Thus, the dynamics model used for parameter estimation was current (acceleration) controlled. On a rope shovel, however, the operator’s joystick input controls the motor
voltage (speed) on the hoist and crowd functions. The swing joint is current controlled. To realistically forecast the motion of the shovel based on the operator inputs it was necessary to use a voltage input for the motor in the hoist function. The dynamics model was modified to model the hoist function’s DC motors with a voltage input using the armature resistance from the motor parameters as well as the mutual inductance derived from the nominal motor specifications (power, torque, at given speed) as in Section 3.5. Figure 4.2 shows the Simulink™ implementation of the motor model.

To test whether the modification to the dynamics model was accurate, the model’s hoist rate with maximum voltage input was compared to shovel specifications provided by P&H. The dynamics model’s maximum hoist drum speed was 3% less than the shovel’s.

For forecasting, the dynamics model was initialized in the same configuration.

Figure 4.1: 3D model of the dipper handle with dipper. A drawing of a dipper handle with dipper is shown above it as a reference for the shape.
as the latest data point in the machine data. If the dynamics model was initialized without tension in the hoist cable, the dipper handle would bounce at the beginning of the forecast trajectory as the cable became tensioned, leading to erroneous collision detections. To prevent the dipper handle from bouncing, the dynamics model was initialized with the appropriate amount of rope stretch to tension the cable. The cable tension, $T_h$, was not measured on the machine. However, $T_h$ can be estimated by dividing the torque applied to the hoist drum by the drum radius ($r_{drum}$).

The torque applied to the hoist drum was calculated with the hoist motor armature and field currents ($I_a$ and $I_f$) recorded in the machine data, the hoist motor mutual inductance ($L_m$), and the gear ratio between the motor and the drum ($\phi$) using the

$$\tau = \frac{\phi}{L_m} (I_a + I_f)$$
following equation.

\[ \tau_{\text{drum}} = I_a I_f L_m \phi \]  

(4.1)

As presented in Chapter 3, in the dynamics model, the tension in the hoist cable was calculated using two measures of the cable length calculated, \( L_{\text{motor}} \) and \( L_{\text{actual}} \). \( L_{\text{motor}} \) represents the length of the cable based on the motor position. \( L_{\text{actual}} \) represents the cable length calculated using the arm geometry with (3.23). To calculate value of \( L_{\text{motor}} \) needed to tension the hoist cable, (3.26) was rearranged to solve for \( L_{\text{motor}} \), replacing \( T_h \) with \( \tau_{\text{drum}} \) divided by \( r_{\text{drum}} \), and setting the damping constant \( (k_d) \) to zero.

\[ L_{\text{motor}} = L_{\text{actual}} - \frac{\tau_{\text{drum}}}{r_{\text{drum}} k_s} \]  

(4.2)

\( k_s \) represents the cable spring constant.

Although the swing joint is current controlled, its maximum speed is limited. The dynamics model was adjusted to account for this by setting the current applied to the swing motor to zero whenever the joint surpassed its maximum speed.

4.2.3 Trajectory Forecasting

Different collision scenarios were simulated to test a collision prediction algorithm. Inputs for the hoist voltage and swing motor current were chosen to create different motions using the dynamics model. These inputs, the generated hoist motor current, and the joint angles and speeds were stored and used as simulated machine data to develop a collision prediction algorithm.

The same dynamics model was used to forecast the path of the machine along the simulated machine trajectories. At every 200ms along the trajectories, the dynamics model was run from the machine’s current configuration (joint positions and speeds), keeping the hoist voltage and swing current constant at their latest recorded values. The current in the hoist motor model was initialized using the latest hoist motor current from the simulated machine data. As described above, the rope stretch was set using the recorded hoist current to tension the model’s hoist cable.

Figure 4.3 shows a simulated machine trajectory (in green) with forecast trajectories (in blue) generated at 3 different points along the trajectory. The inputs
used to generate the simulated trajectory were varied to demonstrate forecasting in different scenarios. As expected, the forecast trajectories continue along the same path as the machine would if the inputs were held constant.

Figure 4.3: Generated machine trajectory (green) with 3 forecast trajectories (blue) initialized at different times.

4.2.4 Collision Warning Algorithm

To demonstrate the use of the dynamics model in collision avoidance, an algorithm was developed to determine what warning to give the operator in different situations. A simple, 3-level warning system was established. The highest warning level (red) tells the operator to respond immediately to avoid a collision. The low warning level (yellow) tells the operator that a collision will occur on the current path but that a strong response is not yet necessary. The last level (green) is given
when any detected collisions are far enough away that the operator does not need to be warned. The algorithm used the amount of time required for the swing joint to come to rest from its current speed to determine what warning to give the operator.

A lookup table was used to decide how far ahead to forecast and to decide what warning to provide the operator. The lookup table contained the amount of time required to stop the swing function ($t_{stop}$) when at different speeds with different dipper handle configurations. $t_{stop}$ times were determined for different swing velocities, dipper handle angles, and dipper handle extensions. The swing joint has a very high inertia and takes much longer to stop than the hoist and crowd joints. Thus, the swing joint was used to generate the lookup table.

The warning system returned different warning levels to the operator based on the amount of time before a predicted collision. At every 200ms along the machine trajectory, the algorithm went through the following procedure to generate a warning.

1. Find $t_{stop}$ in the lookup table based on current swing speed and dipper handle angle and extension.

2. Use the dynamics model to forecast the dipper trajectory for $t_{stop} + 5s$ from the current machine configuration using the current hoist motor voltage and swing motor current. The dipper handle extension is held constant.

3. Search the forecast trajectory for collisions between the dipper handle and truck by moving the geometric model of the dipper handle to each point along the forecast trajectory and checking for collisions with the truck model. If a collision is detected, store the collision time ($t_{collision}$).

4. If no collision is detected, return the green signal. If a collision is present in the trajectory, give a high warning (red) if $t_{collision} \leq t_{stop} + 2.5s$ and give a low warning (yellow) if $t_{collision} > t_{stop} + 2.5s$.

The collision prediction system uses the latest machine inputs to forecast the dipper trajectory. Thus, when on a collision course, if the input changes enough to avoid the collision, a collision free trajectory is predicted and the warning will change accordingly.
4.3 Results

Three simulations are presented to demonstrate the collision prediction algorithm. To simulate machine data, hoist voltage and swing current inputs were chosen to move the dynamics model in simple trajectories as well as more complex trajectories like a loading cycle. The simulated machine trajectories were sampled at 5Hz and at each point along the trajectories the prediction algorithm was run to determine a warning level. The warnings are displayed at each point along the trajectory as red, yellow, or green points according to the warning level.

Swing and Reverse

Figure 4.4 shows a scenario where the current to the swing joint was changed while the voltage input to the hoist joint was held constant. The model was made to swing toward the truck and, at the last minute, reverse directions to avoid the collision.

Initially, the model started to swing from rest and, because of the low swing velocity, the lookup table returned a low $t_{stop}$. Since $t_{stop}$ was low, the collision prediction algorithm did not forecast very far ahead and no collisions were predicted initially. As the dipper moved toward the obstacle and speed increased, $t_{stop}$ increased and the algorithm began to forecast further ahead, detecting collisions within 5s of $t_{stop}$ and generating a low warning. At 3s, when the predicted collisions were within 2.5s of $t_{stop}$, high warnings were generated. At 5.3s, when the swing current was reversed and the forecast trajectories no longer collided with the truck, the warning was removed.

Swing with Hoist

In Figure 4.5 the model started to swing toward the truck as in the first simulation. Rather than swinging in the opposite direction, at 4.4s the maximum hoist voltage was applied to raise the dipper over the truck and the swing current was set to zero. Once the dipper was high enough to clear the truck, the hoist voltage was reduced to hold the dipper at the same height. To test the prediction algorithm, at 10.5s the hoist voltage was decreased momentarily as the dipper was over the truck.

As in the swing and reverse simulation, the warning level increased as the machine started to swing with the dipper on a collision course with the truck. At
Figure 4.4: Simulation of algorithm with a simple swinging motion. The model of the dipper handle (in green) is shown in its starting position. The blue box is the geometric model of the truck.

3.4s the forecast trajectories began to collide with the obstacle within 2.5s of $t_{\text{stop}}$ and the highest warning was generated. When the hoist voltage was increased at 4.4s, the forecast trajectories no longer collided with the truck model and the warning was removed. When the hoist voltage was reduced to stop hoisting no warnings were given to the operator. Only at 10.5s, when the hoist voltage was momentarily reduced with the dipper over the truck, did the algorithm generate a warning again. Then, as the hoist voltage increased after 10.5s, the warning level returned to green.
Figure 4.5: Simulation of algorithm on a trajectory where the machine swings toward an obstacle and hoists to avoid the collision. The model of the dipper handle is shown in its starting position. The blue box is the geometric model of the truck.

Digging Cycle

Figure 4.6 shows a simulation of a dig cycle. The dipper was raised and extended as when a rope shovel digs through the face. Once the dipper cleared the dig face the swing current was increased to swing toward the truck. At the same time, the hoist voltage was reduced below the value necessary to hold the dipper up. The dipper began to fall on a possible collision course before being raised again.

As the dipper was raised through the face, no collisions were predicted. At 10s, the swing current was increased to 2000A (maximum swing current for this
Figure 4.6: Simulation of algorithm on a trajectory that simulates a Rope Shovel’s dig cycle. The model of the dipper handle is shown in its starting position. The blue box is the geometric model of the truck.

machine) to swing toward the truck. At the same time, the hoist voltage was reduced to lower the dipper, causing low and then high warnings to be generated as the forecast trajectories began colliding with the obstacle. In this simulation, the swing current was higher than in the first two simulations and, thus, the swing joint reached its maximum speed faster. This is shown by comparing the top view plots as the spacing between the points at the beginning of the trajectories increases more quickly in Figure 4.6 than in Figure 4.5. The faster acceleration of the swing joint caused a more rapid decrease in the predicted time to collision. Thus, the algorithm returned high level warnings (red) earlier than in the first two simulations because
of the higher applied swing current. When the hoist voltage was increased and the swing current was reversed at 12.7s, the warning was removed as the model began to forecast the dipper rising.

4.4 Discussion

The developed algorithm used the dynamics model to effectively predict collisions and generate warnings. The simulations showed different scenarios where, if placed on a collision course, the algorithm would generate a warning according to the amount of time before the collision was predicted to occur. In a full implementation, the threshold times used for generating warnings to the operator could be adjusted.

A number of changes were made to the dynamics model used for parameter estimation to improve the model’s performance in forecasting the dipper trajectory. The operator input to the hoist function is a voltage, or speed, command. To stop hoisting, the voltage applied to the motor is reduced to the holding voltage so that the dipper naturally comes to rest. Under voltage control, there is no need to apply a negative input to slow the dipper and then increase it once the dipper has slowed. Modifying the hoist function in the dynamics model improved the model’s forecasting of the trajectory of an operator-controlled machine.

To reduce the likelihood of false collision predictions caused by bouncing of the dipper when the cable tension was initialized at zero, the model’s motor position was initialized to pre-stretch the cable. This reduced the number of false predictions, particularly when the dipper was near an obstacle.

Since the crowd function was not well modelled, its motion was not carefully examined in the collision prediction simulations. Like the hoist function, the crowd function is speed controlled. Even without a full model of the the crowd function, it is possible to predict the motion in the crowd joint by moving the joint at the same rate as the machine. However, when approaching the truck, the crowd function is usually moved in short bursts to adjust the position of the dipper over the truck bed. During these short bursts, forecasting the crowd moving at a continuous rate could lead to the forecast trajectory quickly diverging from the actual motion of the machine. Thus, the crowd function was held at a constant extension during
In its current form, the dynamics model is too computationally intensive to be used in a real-time application. The lookup table for swing stop times was used to determine the duration of the forecast trajectories. This reduced the amount of processing necessary by using the swing speed to adjust how far ahead to forecast. In Matlab, the dynamics model (compiled in C using the rapid simulation target) took 12s to forecast a 10s trajectory. To be useful in providing a warning for an operator, the algorithm would have to forecast trajectories at a rate of at least 4Hz. To accomplish this, the dynamics model would have to run 10s trajectories in less than 250ms. The majority of time spent running the dynamics model was doing integrations. The speed of the dynamics model can be increased by running the model on a separate, dedicated processor. Modifications to the dynamics model might also improve the performance.

4.5 Conclusions

A collision warning algorithm was developed using the dynamics model to forecast the machine trajectory. The dipper handle with dipper and the truck were modelled using sets of planes that encompassed the exterior geometries of the objects. These geometric models were used to detect collisions along the forecast trajectories.

The dynamics model described in Chapter 3 was modified so that it would more realistically model the motion of an operator-controlled machine. The most significant modification was making the hoist motor model voltage controlled instead of current controlled. This resulted in the input controlling the speed rather than the acceleration of the hoist motor.

Equations were developed to calculate the amount of rope stretch necessary to pre-tension the model’s hoist cable and thereby decrease how much the dipper bounced when the model was initialized. This reduced the number of erroneous warnings generated when the dipper was near an obstacle.

The last change made to the dynamics model was to limit the speed of the swing joint. Since the swing joint on the machine is current controlled, a constant current input would cause the swing joint to accelerate continuously. The control system in a rope shovel limits the maximum speed. In the dynamics model, this
was achieved by adding a block that removed the current input to the motor when
the maximum speed was reached.

The proposed algorithm for generating warnings used the dynamics model to
forecast the trajectory of the machine at successive points along the trajectory. A
lookup table containing the amount of time required to bring the swing joint to
rest in different configurations was used to determine how far ahead in time to
forecast the motion. After forecasting the trajectory of the machine, the dipper
handle’s geometric model was moved to each point along the forecast trajectory
and checked against the truck model for collisions. If a collision was detected, a
warning was returned, adjusted to the detected collision time.

Trajectories simulating different shovel motions were generated with the dy-
namics model to test the warning algorithm. The algorithm returned warnings only
at points along the trajectories from which collisions would occur if the inputs were
held constant. The results of the simulations illustrate that the dynamics model can
be effectively applied to collision prediction problems.

The collision warning algorithm used the time required to stop the swing joint
as a guide for choosing the warning returned to the operator. This was a reasonable
choice because the machine’s high swing inertia limits its ability to stop compared
to the hoist and crowd functions. However, when operating in close proximity to
an obstacle the algorithm could be improved by using a separate lookup table for
the time require to stop lowering the hoist function. First, the hoist joint would
have to be identified as the best joint to stop for avoiding a collision (dipper above
the obstacle and in close proximity). Then the hoist lookup table could be used
to set the forecast time. Since the hoist function stops much faster than the swing
function, the forecast times set with the hoist lookup table would be much shorter,
allowing the forecast algorithm to run at a higher frequency. This would be bene-

ticial as operator inputs change much more frequently when the dipper is near the
haul truck.

The simulations show that this form of collision prediction algorithm could be
used to generate appropriate collision warnings for a rope shovel operator. The
warnings produced by the algorithm are based on the operator’s latest inputs. In a
collision scenario, as soon as the operator modified the inputs sufficiently to avoid
a collision the warnings would be removed. The performance of the algorithm
would rely heavily on the accuracy of the dynamics model in predicting the motion of the machine. Since the results from [Chapter 3] indicate that the dynamics model replicated the shovel’s behaviour, the proposed algorithm should perform well.
Chapter 5

Conclusions

5.1 Summary of Contributions, and Conclusions

This research contributes to improving the safety of operations in open pit mines by providing a collision avoidance system for rope shovels. The main contributions of this work are: 1) a sensor suite for measuring the joint angles, motor currents, and motor voltages on a P&H rope shovel, 2) a dynamics model of the shovel that accounts for unique characteristics of the machine, 3) a novel method for estimating the inertia, mass, and friction parameters of the machine, and 4) an algorithm for warning the operator of potential collisions during operation.

Chapter 2 introduced the systems necessary for a collision avoidance system on a rope shovel and the hardware chosen for each system. For this thesis, the sensors used to measure the positions of the shovel’s joints were presented.

In Chapter 3, kinematics and dynamics models of the shovel were developed. These models accounted for three unique characteristics of P&H rope shovels: 1) The changing point of departure of the hoist rope from the boom sheave. 2) The moving point of contact between the dipper handle and the shipper shaft was accounted for with the saddle block link. 3) The dipper handle extension that occurs when the dipper handle angle changes.

Aside from precisely modelling the position of the various links and the hoist rope, the benefit of modelling the first two characteristics was found to be minimal. This was because the direction of the vectors used to account for the hoist rope...
did not change significantly with the more precise geometric model. However, accounting for the change in extension caused by the dipper handle angle results in a significant improvement in the accuracy of the model’s end effector location. Accounting for this characteristic ensures constant accuracy of the model’s end effector location at any dipper handle angle. If the change in extension caused by the dipper handle angle is not taken into account, the accuracy of the model’s end effector location will vary with the dipper handle angle.

The dynamics model was used in a nonlinear optimization algorithm to solve for the shovel’s inertia, mass, and friction parameters. Typical parameter estimation methods require successive derivatives of the recorded position to obtain velocity and acceleration data [2]. With the data recorded on the shovel, the noise introduced by differentiating the position data made the traditional method for solving the parameters ineffective. The most significant benefit of the proposed method was that only position and current data recorded on the machine were needed for the solution of the inertia, mass, and friction parameters. This was accomplished by using the dynamics model in the optimization algorithm. By applying the motor currents to the dynamics model and using the difference between the model’s position response and the measured position data as an error metric, the need for velocity and acceleration data was eliminated. In this way, the dynamics model was used to filter the inputs to the model, enabling the accurate solution of the dynamics parameters even though some mechanisms of the machine were not modelled. This method is very computationally intensive because the dynamics model is run multiple times for each iteration of the nonlinear optimization method. However, the optimization only needs to be carried out once for each machine that the system is installed on. Once the inertia, mass, and friction parameters are solved they can be used directly in the dynamics model for prediction.

The performance of the dynamics model with the solved parameters was evaluated by applying motor current inputs recorded in the field to the model and comparing the model’s motion to the recorded data. The results showed that the hoist and swing functions of a rope shovel were accurately modeled. For the hoist function, the mean absolute error was $3.3^\circ$ while the maximum absolute error was $11.5^\circ$. For the swing function, the mean absolute error was $0.9^\circ$ while the maximum absolute error was $2.0^\circ$. The higher errors in the hoist function can be at-
tributed to the fact that, in experiments, the dipper handle angle was measured on the saddle block which can rock back and forth on the dipper during operation. The angle of the saddle block on the dipper handle was not recorded during experiments.

In Chapter 4 an algorithm was proposed which used the dynamics model developed in Chapter 3 to predict collisions and to generate warnings for the operator based on the predicted time to collision. To model the behaviour of a rope shovel under operator control, the hoist motor in the dynamics model was modified to be voltage controlled and a speed limit was added to the swing function. The algorithm performed as expected and did not generate warnings unless they were necessary. Instead of always forecasting ahead for the same amount of time, a lookup table was used to choose the amount of time to forecast ahead. This reduced the amount of processing necessary. If the dynamics model’s speed limitations can be overcome, this easily tuneable algorithm will provide a strong platform for a collision warning system.

5.2 Future Work

5.2.1 Additional Sensors

While the sensors used for collecting the data were sufficient for modelling the hoist and swing functions, some additional sensors would have been beneficial for modelling the crowd function. Given the potential for slip in the crowd drivetrain, encoders installed on the crowd motor shaft and on the shipper shaft that drives the dipper handle could have made it possible to better understand the behaviour of the crowd belt drive. The laser rangefinder used to measure the dipper handle extension was precise and simple to install, meeting the requirement for a rugged and easily retrofittable sensor. However, the rate at which the dipper handle extension was recorded did not provide a high enough resolution for the system. A sensor with a data rate of 30Hz or more (and with suitable shock, vibration, and temperature range specifications) would have been better suited to this application.

The dipper handle angle was measured on the saddle block. Depending on how it is adjusted, the saddle block can rock back and forth by a few degrees when the
dipper handle is raised and lowered (Figure 2.2). This affects the accuracy of the measured angle as the saddle block’s position on the dipper handle is not known. Adding a Hall effect sensor on either side of the saddle block to measure the angle between the saddle block and the dipper handle would eliminate this error.

5.2.2 Further Testing for Dynamics Model Development

Estimating the shovel’s inertia, mass, and friction parameters using human inputs to the machine is ideal for a retrofittable collision avoidance system. However, a better dynamics model could be developed if step inputs could be supplied to the machine using a computer system. This would produce a model that better reflected the machine dynamics. Furthermore, future solutions using human inputs would benefit from more narrowly defined ranges for the model parameters.

Each of the functions on a rope shovel is equipped with a brake to prevent its motion. The solution of the parameters affecting the hoist and crowd functions could be facilitated by applying the brake on one of the functions while operating the other.

5.2.3 Test Prediction Algorithm on Real Data

To test the collision prediction algorithm, the dynamics model was used to generate different machine trajectories with inputs chosen to generate specific motions. In the prediction algorithm, the same dynamics model was used to forecast the motion of the machine along the generated trajectories. In reality the dynamics model will not perfectly reflect the dynamics of the machine. The next step in the development of this algorithm should be to record different trajectories on a real machine and test the algorithm with them.

5.2.4 Accelerate the Dynamics Model

At this stage, the biggest limitation to producing a real time system is the speed of the dynamics model. The dynamics model could be accelerated by compiling it to run on a dedicated processor but that alone may not be sufficient. When the hoist rope model was removed, the dynamics model ran two times faster than real-time. The low inertia of the hoist drivetrain caused the model to slow down. With the
low solved inertia, the hoist drum oscillated back and forth requiring the solver to reduce the step size considerably. Increasing the inertia of the hoist drive train reduced the oscillations in the hoist drive train and made it possible to run the dynamics model faster using a larger step size. Doing this changes the dynamics of the model and reduces the accuracy of the model. Another way to reduce the oscillations in the hoist drivetrain would be to modify the way the hoist rope tension is implemented. The hoist cable is prevented from acting in tension using a simple saturation block. A smoother discontinuity between tension and compression could help to accelerate the solution.
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